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The Secondary Standard Dosimetry Laboratory (SSDL) of the Medical Physics Department of the
Centre of Oncology in Warsaw is a continuation of the Radiation Measurements Laboratory created in
1937, following the suggestions of Mane Cune, the founder of the Institute. The present SSDL is a
member of the WH0/1AEA nternational network and is periodically audited by the International
Atonuc Energy Agency. he SSDL is in charge of the calibration of all radiotherapy dosimeters in
Poland, and it also co-ordinates all activities carried out in radiotherapy quality assurance programmes
nation-w'de. The External Audit Group (EAG) was set-up according to the recommendations of the
IAEA, as a part of the SSDL. The EAG is 'M charge of the management of the project and
organization of the TD measurements. The SSDL takes the responsibilities of the metrological
aspects of the programme. The results of the efforts, aimed at the development of a quality audit
programme and methodology in radiotherapy, are presented.

In Poland there exist 21 radiotherapy centres, and a total number of above 60 megavoltage units. The
first audit, supported by the IA_EA (Research Contract No 6013/RI/RB), was done during the period
between 1991-93. It yielded 'interesting results on the magnitude and sources of uncertainties of dose
measurements 1]. Between 1993-95 a nation-wide TD check for photon beams in the framework of
the EROPAQ project was perfortned 2 Between 1999-2000 the audits supported by the 1AEA
(Research Contract No 10796/RO), covering Co-60 and accelerator photon beam output
measurements in standard conditions were performed. In 2001 the audits in non-standard conditions
started.

Table 1. Data on the number of radiotherapy centers (RT-centres), number of megavoltage uits and
the number of dosimetry audits of photon beams in Poland.

Number of Number of Number of audits
RT - Centres Co-60 Linacs Co-60 Linacs

Numbers of centers with Co-60
or linacs are 'ven in brackets

1992 - 1992 17* 27 16) 22 16) 1 1 1 1

1994 - 1995 18** 27 17) 23 16) 32 24

1999- 2000 21* 22 (18) 43 (18) 12 1 7

2001- 21* 22 (18) 45 (18) 16

*including the audits performing center (CO -1 in Warsaw)
**some centers took part in the audit twice or calibrated more than one beam

The Standard Procedure for TLD postal audits was elaborated, and the TL powder parameters which
n-tight ifluence the results were measured. In particular the non-linearity correction factor, the fadig
correction factor, and the energy correction factor for the Polish TL-powder used for audits were
determined with considerable care 3].
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The distributions of the results for subsequent audits are presented. It can be seen, that the precision of
the TLD dose detennination, as defined by the standard deviation te distribution of the results,
improved in subsequent audits but the deviations exceeding ± 35% still occasionally occur. The
deviations exceeding ± 35% were carefully analysed and the causes of the errors were traced
(accelerator instability, geometrical errors in TLD capsule's set-ups, insufficient care taken during
TLD irradiation, misinterpretations of the dosimetry protocol, calculation errors).

This study does not take into account the clinical aspect of the errors in dosimetry. It is extrenie�
difficult to estimate the number of patients, which could be irradiated with doses different to the
prescribed doses because some of the errors detected might have occurred only during the TLD
irradiation. To evaluate the impact of the detected deviations on patient doses in detail more frequent
and more complex audits should be performed D irradiations in non-standard conditions), closer
collaboration with radiation oncologists should be established, and an effective system of patient dose
verification should be introduced.

The following conclusions can be drawn from the study:

1. The results of the study show that it is possible to keep the dose deten-nination within tolerance
limits by the implementation of correct methodology and carefully camied-out measurements and
calculations of doses.

2. The decrease of the standard deviation for three subsequent TLD postal audits indicates the
improvement of the dose detern-iination in Polish radiotherapy centres, but deviations exceeding
3,5% still occur.

3. The external audits prove to be very effective means of assuring the quality of radiotherapy
nation-wide, and should be extended to non-standard conditions.
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